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Miami-Dade County’s System of Airports
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Miami International Airport (MIA) Miami-Opa locka Executive Airport (OPF)
Formerly known as Opa-locka Executive Airport

Miami Executive Airport (TMB)
Formerly known as Kendall-Tamiami Executive Airport

Miami Homestead
General Aviation Airport (X-51)
Formerly known as Homestead General Aviation Airport

& Dade-Collier Training and Transition 
Airport (TNT)



Purpose of Airport Zoning

• Promotes compatible land use and protects airspace.

• Protects economic benefits and the capacity of aviation facilities.

• Protects the public health, safety and welfare by limiting the type and 
densities of land use activities in high risk safety areas near runway ends.

• Airport Zoning  has two distinct components, addressing proposed land uses 
and protecting airspace. Miami-Dade Aviation Department (MDAD) staff 
studies land use proposals, as well as the elevations of proposed permanent 
structures (such as buildings) and temporary structures (such as cranes) to 
ensure compatibility with Airport Zoning, certain FAA criteria and airport 
operations.

• Airport Zoning resources (County Code and Airport Zoning Maps) may be 
accessed by using the following link:  

http://www.miami-airport.com/planning_forms_maps.asp
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Protecting Land Use

Airport Zoning encourages appropriate land uses that are compatible with airport operations. Land uses may be 
prohibited or restricted depending on their proximity to the airport and/or if the site is impacted by an airport land-
use restrictive zone.  The following uses (not inclusive) may be restricted/prohibited:

• Residential units

• Places of worship

• Public assembly 

• New educational facilities (including day care facilities)

• Uses that may attract wildlife (e.g. landfills)

• Any use that would make it difficult for aircraft pilots and tower control operators to distinguish between 
airport lights, aircraft and others; result in glare in the eyes of aircraft pilots using the airport, or tower control 
operators; impair visibility in the vicinity of the airport or otherwise endanger the landing, taking off or 
maneuvering of aircraft. 

• Uses that create electrical interference with radio communications between the airport and aircraft.

• Establishments or uses that emit smoke, gases, or dust in quantities or densities sufficient to jeopardize the 
safe use of the airport. 
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Protecting Miami International Airport’s Airspace
(MIA Zoning) 

• Note, MDAD does not regulate the placement of proposed heliports and helipads. Permits and 
approvals are coordinated through FDOT and the FAA. The process is posted on our 
webpage.age.

• Sec. 33-349 explains  the airspace approval process for permanent (cell towers, monopoles, 
buildings) and temporary structures (construction cranes), including marking and lighting. 

• Sec. 33-349 explains  the airspace approval process and review criteria for temporary events 
impacting airspace. 

Billboards
Buildings

Cranes
Cell Towers 

Tethered 
Balloons Unmanned Aircraft

Lasers & 
Fireworks Kites
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Federal vs. Local Aviation Requirements

FAA        vs.               MDAD

90 day review V  10 day review
No fees Fees 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA – Federal agency) and the Miami-Dade 
Aviation (MDAD – local agency) are two separate aviation agencies with their 
own review criteria and different restrictions for proposed temporary and 
permanent structures.  Each issues its own determination and the most restrictive 
applies.  In order to comply with federal aviation regulations, MDAD’s Director 
reserves the right to order structure or tree heights to be lower than the height 
limitations established in the Code of Miami-Dade County, Chapter 33, MIA 
Zoning.  Please note the determination expiration dates.

MDAD Issued Letter of 
Determination

MDAD Issued Permissible Crane 
Height Determination

FAA Study
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Requestors – Follow these Steps:

• First confirm if a property/project is impacted by MDAD’s Airport Zoning by accessing MDAD’s Airport 
Zoning resources (County Code and Airport Zoning Maps) by using the following link:  http://www.miami-
airport.com/planning_forms_maps.asp 

• If the proposed use is a school or day care, MDAD may need to review the request.  MDAD will 
automatically need to review any structure that exceeds 200 feet Above Ground Level (AGL) or meets the 
review criteria established within Chapter 33 of the Code of Miami-Dade County as it pertains to Airport 
Zoning.  

• If you know for certain that your property/project is impacted by airport zoning, please  compile the required 
data specified in the “checklist”  contained within this document prior to submitting a request for an MDAD 
review. Note, omissions and incorrect data will delay project reviews.

• Download and complete the required interactive request forms (referenced in this document) from our 
webpage.

• Submit the request forms and required data (including PDFs of site and elevation plans) directly to Mr. 
Ammad Riaz, P.E., Chief of Aviation Planning, 305-876-7036 or at ariaz@miami-airport.com. He is the point 
of contact responsible for assigning projects to staff.  Please do not contact Aviation Planning staff without 
contacting Mr. Riaz first.  

• After your assigned aviation planner verifies the submittal data, you may coordinate with your planner for 
the payment. Once the analysis is complete and payment is made, a determination will be issued.
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Data Checklist

The following data is required for staff’s review.  Omitted or erroneous data will delay reviews.

• Project name, address, include all folio number(s) and duration of project 

• Proposed use (e.g. apartment complex, single family home, day care facility)

• For proposed structures impacted by Airport Zoning, both horizontal and vertical data must 
be provided.

• Horizontal Datum = the GPS coordinates of the structure in State Plane North American 
Datum 1983 (NAD ’83).  Typically as in the case of a square building, the four corners of the 
building (or footprint) must be provided. The site plan must be in the specified format (see 
example provided). If there is a structure on the roof, the coordinate(s) must be depicted as 
well.

• Vertical Datum = (1) Site elevation expressed in feet MSL (Mean Sea Level).  (2) The 
structure elevation expressed in feet Above Ground Level (AGL) to include the tallest element 
on the roof, such as the top of any elevator shafts, architectural features, lighting rods, flag 
poles, or other appurtenances.  Note, any rooftop structure must be included in the 
dimensioning of the structure elevation expressed in feet AGL.  (3) The maximum building 
elevation expressed in feet North American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD 88) or expressed in 
feet Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL). Please note, an architectural elevation plan referencing 
National Geodetic Vertical Datum 1929 (NGVD’29) will be rejected. 
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Summary of the Process 

Development
Step 1: [Local Coordination] Submit data to
MDAD’s Chief of Aviation Planning. An
aviation planner will be assigned to the
project, verify the data and advise of any
fees. MDAD will issue a determination. Note:
the requisite fees and one year expiration
date.

Step 2: [FAA Coordination] MDAD can help
you determine if you need to file with the
FAA to study the permanent structure (e.g.
building) and issue a determination. Allow a
minimum of 90 days for the FAA to process.

Step 5: [Federal Coordination] File FAA
Form 7460-2 with the FAA to certify that the
permanent structure does not exceed the
maximum allowable height.

Step 6: [Local Coordination] After FAA Form
7460-2 is filed, submit the Surveyor’s
Maximum Height Certificate to MDAD.

Cranes
Step 3: [Local Coordination] If applicable,
submit a completed MDAD Permissible
Crane Height Determination Form to the
assigned aviation planner who will verify the
data and advise of fees. Once fees are paid
and the analysis is complete, MDAD will
issue a “Permissible Crane Height
Determination”. In some cases, a FAA
determination may be necessary before
MDAD issues a “Permissible Crane Height
Determination”.

Note: The requisite fees and expiration
date.

Step 4: [Federal Coordination] If applicable,
file with the FAA to study the construction
crane(s). Allow a minimum of 90 days for
the FAA to process. Cell towers over 200’
must automatically be filed.

Cell Towers
Step 1: [Federal Coordination] If
applicable, file with the FAA to study the
cell tower and issue a determination. Allow
a minimum of 90 days for the FAA to
process. Cell towers over 200’ must
automatically be filed.

Step 2: [Local Coordination] If applicable,
request a determination from MDAD for
the cell tower. Note, determination fees
vary depending on the height and location
and one year expiration date.

Note: Any coordination with the FCC.

Important to note:  Identical data (GPS coordinates and elevations) must be used for both MDAD and FAA submittals.  Omitted, erroneous 
and different data submittals to both the FAA and MDAD will delay project reviews and determinations. 
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MDAD-Issued Determinations: 
Finance Division Codes and Fees

Development
• Airspace / Land Use LOD  (MIAHEI) $1700 

• Land Use LOD (MIALOD) $700 

• Development Impact Committee (DIC) 
Comments if Airspace/Land Use criteria does 
not otherwise apply (MIADIC) $360

• Request for an extension of time for an existing 
MDAD-issued LOD, provided that the location 
and elevation remain the same (MIANLD) $360

• Request for  revised comments based upon 
revised plans  (MIARWC) $90

• Request for written comments that are cursory 
in nature, usually providing the maximum 
allowable range of heights for a site. This letter 
shall not be used in lieu of a required MDAD-
issued Airspace/Land Use LOD. (MIAWCC) 
$360

Cranes
• Permissible Crane Height 

Determination Single Point 
Analysis, 1 set of GPS coordinates 
(MIACRN) $360 

• Each additional set of GPS 
coordinates (MIACOO) $45

• Crane Determination time 
extension request, provided 
location and elevation remain the 
same (MIACHE) $90

Cell Towers
• Cell Towers under 200’ and where  

Airspace / Land Use LOD criteria 
does not otherwise apply 
(MIACEL) $360
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Data Required for an Airspace Review

Horizontal Datum
(Site Location – GPS Coordinates)                            

Vertical Datum 
(Site & Structure Elevations)
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Site Plan Architectural Elevation Plan

Remember to 
include the 
type of vertical 
datum next to 
the elevationInclude the 

maximum 
elevation at 
each point



Horizontal Datum Depicted in Site Plan

Provide a site plan in the following 
required format:

• Depict the cross streets.

• Depict the GPS coordinates for all 
corners (or footprint) of the 
proposed building. If there is a 
structure on the roof, those 
coordinate(s) must be depicted as 
well. 

• Label points commencing in the 
northeast corner progressing in a 
clockwise manner. 

• Reference the GPS coordinates in 
the following format expressed in 
degrees, minutes and (hundredths 
of a) second

Lat: 25° XX’ XX.XX”  

Long:  80° XX’ XX.XX” 

in State Plane North American 
Datum - NAD 83. 

Required Format
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Required Format: Architectural 
Elevation Plans 
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Checklist for an Architectural Elevation Plan

1. Please model your architectural elevation plan on the sample drawing  
provided in this document. 

2. Provide the site elevation. This data may be obtained from a survey or 
surveyor. It should be expressed in feet Mean Sea Level (MSL). 

3. The building structure height must include the tallest element on the roof, 
such as the top of any elevator shaft, architectural features, lightning rod, 
flag pole or other appurtenances.  Roof top features must be depicted in the 
architectural elevation plan and be included in the structure height expressed 
in feet Above Ground Level (AGL). 

4. Do not forget to depict the maximum building elevation expressed in feet 
North American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD 88) or expressed in feet Above 
Mean Sea Level (AMSL). An elevation plan referencing National Geodetic 
Vertical Datum 1929 (NGVD’29) for this dimension will be rejected. Please 
convert datum.

Note: Non-compliance of the items listed above will result in the rejection of          
submitted plans.
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Download and Complete the Interactive 
“Data Submittal Forms” Located on Webpage

Information Required for an 
Airspace/Land-Use Letter of 
Determination
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Instructions/Checklist Information/Fee Sheet Airspace Data Sheet



Construction Cranes

• Construction cranes may need 
to be studied by both MDAD and 
the FAA depending on their 
elevations and proximity to the 
airport.

• Cranes may need to be marked 
with an orange checkered flag, 
lowered at night and during 
increment weather and lit for 
approved night operations.

• MDAD and the FAA 
automatically need to study 
cranes over 200’ feet Above 
Ground Level (AGL).
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Data Requirements for a Permissible Crane 
Height Determination
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MDAD-Issued Permissible Crane Height 
Determination

• This interactive form may be 
downloaded from our webpage

• Crane requests are submitted to 
MDAD for review at least 10 
days prior to operation.

• Aviation Planning Staff prepares 
analysis

• Airside Operations or Airport 
Managers authorize this “crane 
permit”

• Fees: $360 for each single point 
analysis, $45 for each additional 
set of  GPS coordinates and $90 
for an extension of time.

• Requestor may need to file with 
the FAA. 18



Filing with the FAA

• For proposed permanent and temporary structures, please 
utilize the following link to determine if it is necessary to file with 
the FAA:

https://oeaaa.faa.gov/oeaaa/external/portal.jsp

• Use FAA form 7460-1 “Notice of Proposed Construction 
Alteration for Determination of Known Hazards.” 

• It takes a minimum of 90 days for the FAA to issue a 
determination. There is no fee for an FAA determination.

• Requestors should obtain a FAA determination prior to local 
coordination (MDAD).
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FAA’s Obstruction Evaluation 

FAA Part 77 Notice Criteria

• Any proposed construction or alteration more than 200 ft. 
above ground level (AGL) at its site 

• Within 20,000 ft. of a public-use or military airport  having at 
least one runway more than 3200 ft. in length and exceeding a 
100:1 slope

• Within 10,000 ft. of a public-use or military airport  having no 
runway more than 3200 ft. in length and exceeding a 50:1 slope

• Within 5,000 ft. of any public-use heliport and  exceeding a 25:1 
slope
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Requirement: File FAA Form 7460-2 to 
Complete the Approval Process

• This interactive form may be
downloaded from the FAA webpage

• The purpose of this filing is to certify
that the structure does not exceed
the maximum allowable elevation.

• Providing this information is
mandatory for anyone proposing
construction or alteration that meets
or exceeds the criteria contained in
CFR, Part 77.

• This notice is critical to flight safety
and a FAR Part 77 requirement!

• Persons who knowingly and willingly
violate the notice requirements of
FAR Part 77 are subject to a civil
penalty of $1,000/day until the
notice is received.
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Final Step: After FAA Form 7460-2 is filed, Submit 
Surveyor’s Maximum Height Certificate to MDAD 

After filing FAA Form 7460-2, the final step is to submit the
surveyor’s maximum height certificate to MDAD. MDAD will then
issue a letter stating that it is in receipt of the surveyor’s maximum
height certificate, and as such, the requestor may proceed to
obtain the necessary Certificate of Use/Occupancy from the
appropriate building official.
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Aviation Planning, Land-Use and Grants Division 
Contact Information

Please address  the envelope to the attention of your 
assigned aviation planner.

For USPS - Mailing Address:
Miami-Dade Aviation Department            
Aviation Planning, Land Use and Grants Division                       
P.O. Box 025504, Miami, FL 33102

For FEDEX / Courier  - Physical Address:
Miami-Dade Aviation Department
Aviation Planning, Land Use and Grants Division
Building 3030
4331 NW 22nd Street, “C” Wing , Second  Floor
Miami, FL  33122    

José Ramos, R.A.
Division Director 

Aviation Planning, Land-Use 
& Grants

305-876-8080
jramos@miami-airport.com

Ammad Riaz, P.E.
Chief of Planning

305-876-7036
ariaz@miami-airport.com

Winfred So
Airport Engineer
305-876-7128

wso@miami-airport.com

Renée Bergeron
Aviation Planner
305-869-4849

rbergeron@miami-
airport.com

Anely Herrera 
Aviation Planner
305-876-0479

aherrera@miami-airport.com

Norma Mata
Chief of Grants
305-876-0387

nmata@miami-airport.com

Andrea Katz
Administrative Officer

305-876-7321
akatz@miami-airport.com

Elizabeth Ramos 
Administrative Secretary

305-876-7091
eramos@miami-airport.com

Carmen Fernández 
Airport Secretary 

305-876-7049
cfernandez@miami-

airport.com

Website:  http://www.miami-airport.com/planning_forms_maps.asp
Please direct all requests and inquiries to Mr. Ammad Riaz, P.E., Chief of Aviation Planning
Mr. Riaz will assign requests to an aviation planner.
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Did You Know?

• Airport Zoning is a “zoning overlay” meaning it may be more restrictive than what is 
allowed either by underlying zoning, municipal zoning or even the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s airspace criteria. Remember, the most restrictive criteria applies. 

• Identical data (GPS coordinates and elevations) must be used for both FAA and MDAD 
submittals. Omitted, erroneous and different data submittals to both the FAA and MDAD 
will delay project reviews and determinations. 

• Any structure over 200 feet Above Ground Level (AGL) automatically needs to be studied 
by the Aviation Department as well as the Federal Aviation Administration.

• Certain property may be required to disclose its proximity to Miami International Airport as 
well as the associated impacts such as increased noise and frequent aircraft operations.

• Certificates of Use and Occupancy may be withheld until the County or municipality 
determines that a structure was built no higher than the approved height.

• The Aviation Director reserves the right to order structure or tree heights to be lower than 
the height limitations established in the Code of Miami-Dade County, Chapter 33, MIA 
Zoning.

• A building (permanent structure) may need to be studied by the FAA and MDAD. Once 
approved, the associated construction crane(s) may also need to be studied by the FAA 
and MDAD. These are separate filings.
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